Chapter 1

Voice as a Value
Human beings can give an account of themselves and of their place in the
world: ‘we have no idea’, writes Paul Ricoeur, ‘what a culture would be where
no one any longer knew what it meant to narrate things’.1 Treating people as
if they lack that capacity is to treat them as if they were not human; the past
century provides many shameful examples of just this. Voice is one word for
that capacity, but having a voice is never enough. I need to know that my voice
Ǣǡơơ     Ǧ
   ǡ             ơ 
various ways. Yet we have grown used to ways of organizing things that ignore
voice, that assume voice does not matter. We are experiencing a contemporary
crisis of voice, across political, economic and cultural domains, that has been
growing for at least three decades.
Telling the story of this crisis is important, since one of its aspects is a loss
            ϐ  Ǧ
downs as dimensions of the same problem. In countries such as the UK and
ǡ ǣơ  
Ǣ ơǡ 
Ǣ   ȋǦ
liberalism) that denies voice matters. My aim in this book is to name that crisis
and identify some resources for thinking beyond it.
That involves using the word ‘voice’ in a particular way. Two senses of the
word ‘voice’ are familiar. First, we can mean the sound of a person speaking:
yet while the sonic aspect of voice generates important insights (discussed in
Chapter Five), this usage does not capture the range of ways, not necessarily
involving sound, in which I can give an account of myself. Second, we have in
   Ǯ ǯǦ
sion of opinion or, more broadly, the expression of a distinctive perspective on
the world that needs to be acknowledged. This political use of the word ‘voice’
ǡ  Ǧ Ǧ
ties of representation need to be addressed; it has been applied, for example,
to media’s role in development settings.2 But in other circumstances it is in
danger of becoming banal – we all have ‘voice’, we all celebrate ‘voice’ – so how
far can using the term in this sense take us?
ǡǡǮ ǯơǡǦ
guishes between two levels: voice as a process (already relatively familiar) and
voice as a value. First, we need to get clearer on voice as a value. This dimension
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is particularly important at times when a whole way of thinking about social
political and cultural organization (neoliberalism) operates on the basis that
for certain crucial purposes voice as a process does not matter. By voice as a
value, I shall refer to the act of valuing, and choosing to value, those frameǦ
works for organizing human life and resources that themselves value voice (as
a process). Treating voice as a value means discriminating in favour of ways of
organizing human life and resources that, through their choices, put the value
of voice into practice, by respecting the multiple interlinked processes of voice
and sustaining them, not undermining or denying them. Treating voice as a
value means discriminating against frameworks of social economic and politiǦ
cal organization that deny or undermine voice, such as neoliberalism. Valuing
voice then involves particular attention to the conditions under which voice
 ơ ǡ
  Ǥϐ   Ǧ
ditions for voice as a process, including those that involve its devaluing, means
that ‘voice’, as used here, is a value about values or what philosophers someǦ
times call a ‘second order’ value.
Why should this distinction be important? What can the term ‘voice’, used in
this special way, add to other terms, such as democracy or justice, in helping us
  ǫ  ϐ Ǥ
A particular discourse, neoliberalism, has come to dominate the contempoǦ
rary world (formally, practically, culturally and imaginatively). That discourse
operates with a view of economic life that does not value voice and imposes
that view of economic life on to politics, via a reductive view of politics as the
implementing of market functioning. In the process of imposing itself on poliǦ
tics and society, neoliberal discourse evacuates entirely the place of the social
in politics and politics’ regulation of economics. These moves have been impleǦ
ơ ǡ
democracies and to greater or lesser degrees using the disguise of democracy.
The result is the crisis of voice under neoliberalism.
 ơ Ǯ ǯ    connecting term that interrupts neoliberalism’s
view of economics and economic life, challenges neoliberalism’s claim that
its view of politics as market functioning trumps all others, enables us to
build an alternative view of politics that is at least partly oriented to valuǦ
ing processes of voice, and includes within that view of politics a recogniǦ
tion of people’s capacities for social cooperation based on voice. I use one
word – voice – to capture both the value that can enable these connections
  ǯ ǦǤǮ ǯǡ
as used here, does not derive from a particular view of economic processes
(consumer ‘voice’) or even mechanisms of political representation (political
‘voice’), but from a broader account of how human beings are. The value of
voice articulates some basic aspects of human life that are relevant whatever
our views on democracy or justice, so establishing common ground between
contemporary frameworks for evaluating economic, social and political
organization (for example, the varied work of philosophers Paul Ricoeur
and Judith Butler, development economist Amartya Sen, social theorist Axel
Honneth and political theorist Nancy Fraser); and it links our account of
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today’s crisis of voice to a variety of sociological analyses (from diagnoses
    ǯǦ
 ơ  ȌǤ  Ǧ
porary crisis of voice and thinking beyond the neoliberal framework that did
so much to cause it.
This book, then, attempts to work on multiple levels, each interacting with
 ǣ ϐǡ         ǡ      
account of oneself, and the immediate conditions and qualities of that process
(more on this shortly); then there is the ‘second order’ value of voice (the
commitment to voice that matters) which is defended throughout; third, there
is the work of connecting the value of voice to other normative frameworks
and uncovering their implicit appeal to a notion of voice (see Chapter Five);
ϐǡ     ǡ
what Judith Butler calls the ‘materialization’ which allows some types of voice
ȋȌǡϐ 
on how those processes might be resisted.
It is also worth commenting on the relation between ‘voice’, as I use the term
here, and politics. The concept of ‘voice’ operates both within and beyond poliǦ
tics. It starts from an account of the process of voice which is not necessarily
political at all. This is important if ‘voice’ is to be a broad enough value to conǦ
nect with diverse normative frameworks and be applied in multiple contexts
beyond formal politics: whether in the economic/political sphere (Amartya
Sen’s work on development and freedom, discussed in Chapter Two) or in
the social/political sphere (Axel Honneth’s work on recognition discussed in
Chapter Three). The price of making these multiple connections is, inevitaǦ
bly, to shake each loose of the detailed philosophical traditions from which it
ǡϐ  
can mount a combined challenge against the discourse of neoliberalism, and
on terms that go beyond the exclusive domain of representative politics. The
book’s argument remains, however, oriented all along to politics in a broader
sense as the space where struggle and debate over ‘the authoritative allocation
of goods, services and values’3 takes place. It argues for a rejection of neoliberǦ
alism’s reductive view of democratic politics and its replacement by a view of
politics as broadly mechanisms for social cooperation that can be traced back
   Ǧ       Ǥ   
straitjacket of neoliberal thinking, we can even identify a broader consensus
ǡǡ ǡ   
production and social media (for example, Yochai Benkler’s work on networks
and Hardt and Negri’s work on ‘the common’).
ǡǮ ǯ  ǯǦ
discussion in the Politics4 where he distinguishes mere ‘voice’ (phoné) from
‘speech’ (logos); for Aristotle only the latter is the medium of political delibǦ
eration and action, the former being the capacity that humans share with
most animals of communicating basic sensations of pain and the like. But
there is a reason for my emphasis on the word ‘voice’. The modern inteǦ
ǡϐ  
of the digital media age and ideologically by neoliberal doctrine, disrupts the
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basic space of voice/expression which Aristotle felt could safely be assumed
‘beneath’ political speech. Workers’ rights are not relatively, but absolutely,
excluded by fundamentalist market logics; migrant workers are not relaǦ
ǡǡ Ǧ
citizenships.5 The nature of social and political organization under neoliberǦ
alism requires us to focus on how the bare preconditions of speech are being
challenged (a parallel with Giorgio Agamben’s work on ‘bare life’),6 and to
ϐ  Ǥ
is about the value not just of speech, but of something more basic and more
fundamental: voice.

The neoliberal context
What type of object do we understand neoliberalism to be? The economic
policies with which neoliberalism is associated are well known and are easily
listed, for example in the form of the orthodoxy which emerged as the conǦ
ditions imposed in Latin America and elsewhere in return for multilateral
ϐ ͳͻͺͲͳͻͻͲǤ   
ǯǮ ǯǣϐ  ǡ
reductions in public expenditure, tax reform to encourage market investors,
interest rates determined by markets and not the state, competitive exchange
rates, trade liberalization, the encouragement of foreign direct investment,
       ǡ   ϐ  
other markets, and the securing of private property rights.7 But neoliberǦ
alism has also been a policy framework adopted voluntarily by many rich
countries such as the USA and the UK. Neoliberalism, then, is not just the
Washington Consensus but more broadly the range of policies that evolved
    ͳͻͺͲ      ȋ 
openness of national economies to global market forces) the overwhelming
priority for social organization. Neoliberalism did not start as a theory about
politics, but as a new economic ‘policy regime’ in Richard Peet’s phrase.ͺ
Neoliberalism took root as the rationale behind a particular interpretation
  ͳͻͲ           Ǥ  
that crisis as the result of the failure of a preceding economic policy regime
ȋȌǡơ Ǧ
tics and economics which saw market competition as their common practical
 Ǧǡ 
the aberration.ͻ
The elites and adviser circles involved in developing this new ‘rationality’
of economic and political management were more than technical consultants;
they were, in Peet’s words, ‘centres of the creation of meaning’.ͳͲ
 ǡ ǡ   ơ     
works as the creation of meaning. First, there are the market fundamentalist
principles of Ludwig von Mises, Friedrich von Hayek, Milton Friedman, and
other thinkers which explicitly install market functioning as the dominant
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 Ǧ     ǡ        ǡ
political and social order as well. Let’s call this neoliberalism proper. Second,
there is a wider set of metaphors, languages, techniques and organizational
principles that have served to implement neoliberalism proper as the working
doctrine of many contemporary democracies. Let’s call this neoliberal doctrine.
One form of this doctrine was the Washington Consensus; another was the
shift towards marketization as an active principle of government in countries
 ͳͻͺͲȋ   
are discussed in Chapter Three). Compared with Keynsianism, a consequence
of neoliberal doctrine was the increasingly unequal distribution of the benǦ
ϐ     ǣ      
countries.11
At this point, however, you might ask: does neoliberalism still need to be
 Ǧϐ ǫǯǦ
lowness of ‘market populism’, particularly in the USA but also in the UK and
elsewhere, fully exposed by Thomas Frank almost a decade ago?12 Weren’t
the unimaginativeness and contradictions of the ‘Washington consensus’
also exposed by a range of thinkers from the Brazilian social and legal theoǦ
     Ǧ 
  ǡ        ǡ  Ǧ
billionaire investor George Soros?13ǯ   
 ͳͻͻͻ 
a realization? And didn’t the President of the World Bank James Wolfensohn
 ʹͲͲʹǮ ǯǫ14 Going
even further back, the development economist Albert Hirschman pointed
out his fellow economists’ inattention to ‘voice’ as a crucial dynamic in ecoǦ
nomic life in a book that, in academic circles, had considerable impact as
ͳͻͻǤ15
Yet none of this stopped neoliberal doctrine from operating as a dominant
 ȀʹͲͲͲ
working through to many levels far below explicit government policy during
the same period. So when we now try to think ‘beyond the horizon’ of neolibǦ
eralism, it is at the end of an extended history of neoliberalism’s normalization,
the embedding of neoliberalism as rationality in everyday social organization
and imagination: this is the third level of neoliberalism as meaning, to which
we must pay attention. It is a level which may have been challenged by aspects
 ϐ  ǡ Ǥ
also that my concern is with neoliberalism, not with the particular brand of
Ǧ  ȋǮ ǯȌ   
neoliberalism under the particular leaderships of Tony Blair and George W. Bush,
important though that may be from other perspectives.16 The embedding of
neoliberalism provides already a broad enough focus.
What must be opposed, then, is not just neoliberalism proper but a whole
way of life for which neoliberal discourse provides the organizing metaphors,
a ‘culture’ of neoliberalism if you like. This task is particularly important
in those countries I will call ‘neoliberal democracies’ (such as the USA and
the UK) where neoliberalism proper and neoliberal doctrine have become
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deeply embedded in political culture and in the processes of government.
ǡ  ϐ  ǡ 
an ideology as traditionally understood (a set of false or illusory beliefs). It is
better understood as ‘hegemony’, Antonio Gramsci’s word for the broader horiǦ
zon of thought that sustains, as acceptable, unequal distributions of resources
and power by foregrounding some things and excluding others entirely from
view.17 Although French sociologists Boltanski and Chiapello retain the term
‘ideology’, they capture better than anyone how hegemony works: the ‘scheǦ
mas’ of thought and performance on which the ‘strong as well as the weak …
ǥǡϐ 
 ϐǯǤͳͺ Neoliberalism, in short,
is a ‘hegemonic rationality’ͳͻ and like all rationalities it reduces the complexiǦ
ties of what it describes. The fundamental term in neoliberalism’s reduction
of the world is ‘market’: neoliberalism presents the social world as made up
of markets, and spaces of potential competition that need to be organized as
markets, blocking other narratives from view.
 ǯ   ϐ ǡ       
book’s argument to say that neoliberal doctrine’s actual implementation in
policy practice is much more complicated than the term ‘neoliberalism’ allows.
Of course it is! But the point of hegemonic terms is to convince us to treat,
ǡơǢ 
ǡǡϐ ȋ ǡ
of course, the importance or interest of the complex variations which a neoǦ
liberal framework may undergo under particular political circumstances).ʹͲ
Resisting the hegemony of ‘neoliberalism’ means identifying it as a bounded
discourse, a ‘term’ – in the double sense of word and limit21 – whose limitations
we can think and live beyond.
By suggesting that neoliberalism is the type of object that can and should
be opposed on the level of meaning, I will seem to some to be starting in the
  Ǥ         ϐ  
global economic pressures that evacuate entirely the site of conventional poliǦ
tics, requiring a complete rebuilding of social, economic and political life from
the bottom up. To represent this position, here is Pau from the Movement for
 ǡ ơ ǣǮ  
system is globalized, a government can’t do much to change things in a single
place. … [G]overnments no longer have the credibility to promote real change.
They have created a system in which transformation can no longer come
through the state’.22 ǯǦ 
can be built without major adjustments to the practice of politics (see Chapter
Seven), I think we need to notice the caution of Juris himself in his important
 ǮǦ ǯ
   ǮǦ
process’ that ‘is likely to produce few immediate results’.23 We need, however,
    ơ  
formal democracies such as the UK that results. It is because of that immediate
challenge that I focus here not on possibilities for entirely new forms of social
organization (important though visions of utopian change certainly are), but
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on resources already available, if only we would use them, for contesting the
rationality of neoliberalism as it continues to work in the body politic.

Voice as a process
Let me now run through some principles which capture what is distinctive
about voice as a process. Some details of this approach will have to be deferred
until Chapter Five, but I will try to explain enough to help us grasp why such a
process might be worth valuing.
By voice as a process, we shall mean, as already suggested, the process of
giving an account of one’s life and its conditions: what philosopher Judith
Butler calls ‘giving an account of oneself’.24 To give such an account means
telling a story, providing a narrative. It is not often, perhaps, that any of us
sits down to tell a story with a formal beginning and end. But at another more
general level, narrative is a basic feature of human action: ‘a narrative history
of a certain kind turns out to be a basic and essential genre for the characteriǦ
zation of human actions’.25 This is because, as Charles Taylor put it, man is ‘a
ǦǯǤ26 What we do – beyond a basic description of how
our limbs move in space – already comes embedded in narrative, our own and
that of others. This is why to deny value to another’s capacity for narrative –
to deny her potential for voice – is to deny a basic dimension of human life. A
form of life that systematically denied voice would not only be intolerable, it
would, as Paul Ricoeur noted in the quote at the start of this chapter, barely
be a culture at all. Recognizing this is common to a wide range of philosophy
  Ǧ   ȋ  ǡ  Ȍ 
 ȋ ȌǦ ȋ ǡ
Adriana Cavarero).
The aspect of voice which matters most then for voice as a value is people’s
practice of giving an account, implicitly or explicitly, of the world within
which they act. It is worth noting that this approach to voice is some way from
the more abstract formulation given by Albert Hirschman in his pioneering
  ǡ ϐ Ǯ ǡ
    ǡ      ơǯǤ27 This abstracts
somewhat from the content that is distinctive of voice – the practice of giving
 Ȃ  ơ  ǯ 
Ǥ ǡ ǡϐ   ǡ
and be recognized as making, narratives about one’s life, some further general
principles follow.
Voice is socially grounded. Voice is not the practice of individuals in isoǦ
lation.ʹͺ This is for two reasons. First, voice depends on many prior condiǦ
ǡ         ǡ    ϐ 
social resources (including but not limited to language) that enable and susǦ
tain practices of narrative. Having a voice requires resources: both practical
resources (language) and the (seemingly purely symbolic) status necessary
if one is to be recognized by others as having a voice. Both are part of the
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materiality of voice, the ‘matter’ without which voice is impossible; like most
ǡ    Ǥ  Ǧ  ȋ  Ȍ
account of voice would therefore miss a vital dimension. We touch here on a
wider point about human experience as productive beings that geographer
 ǡǣǮ ǥ
society … is as much an absurdity as is the language without individuals livǦ
ing together and talking to each other’.ʹͻ Second, and more fundamentally,
narrative as a process is unimaginable except as part of an ongoing exchange
of narratives with others. As Macintyre put it, ‘the narrative of anyone’s life
is part of an interlocking set of narratives’;͵Ͳ Cavarero is even more eloquent
when she writes of ‘an identity which, from beginning to end, is intertwined
with other lives – with reciprocal exposures and innumerable gazes – and
needs the other’s tale’.31
 ϔ . The exchangeable narratives that constiǦ
tute our voices are not random babblings that emerge, unaccountably, from
our mouths, hands and gestures. Voice is a form of agency, and the act of voice
involves taking responsibility for the stories one tells, just as our actions more
generally, as Hannah Arendt argues, ‘disclose’ us ‘as subjects’.32 Voice thereǦ
 ǡ ϐ
   ǡ    ǡ33 will become important when
           ǯ  
      ǡ   ȋ    ϐ 
by Jürgen Habermas) deliberation or speech.34 Such a view of voice does not,
however, commit us to a naïve view of agency, only to the view that we canǦ
not understand voice except by linking it, as Harvey notes once more, to what
‘“individuals”, “persons”, or social movements might want or be able to do in
the world’.35 A key part of that agency is ϔ. Since taking responsibility
for one’s voice involves telling an additional story – of oneself as the person
who did say this or do that – voice necessarily involves us in an ongoing procǦ
ϐ ǡ  
present selves, and between us and others. This process is not accidental, but
necessary: humans have a desire to narrate, as Cavarero puts it, a desire to
make sense of their lives.36
Voice is an embodied process.   ǡϐ Ǧ
  Ǧǡ      ǣ  
from the relation between voice and action. It follows that voice is irreducibly
plural. Even if the resources on which each voice draws are inherently social,
the trajectory    Ǥ  ϐǦ
      ǡ     ơ    ǡ 
purchase data, from the details of that trajectory. For voice is the process of
articulating the world from a distinctive embodied position.37 Failing to respect
ơ  ǡ ǡ Ǧ
nize voice at all. Yet voice does not involve a claim to a unique interiority, but
only a claim that the way we are each exposed to the world is unique: to quote
Cavarero, ‘uniqueness is an embodied uniqueness – this and not another, all
his life, until who is born dies’.͵ͺ      ơ   
of voice always means more than just being able to speak. Voice as a social
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process involves, from the start, both speaking and listening,͵ͻ that is, an act of
attention that registers the uniqueness of the other’s narrative.
  ơ 
voices, but also the internal diversity within a particular voice. It would be
absurd to imagine that a life comprised just one story, or just one continuous
sequence of action. The inherent internal plurality of each voice encompasses
     ϐ        ǡ
and think about what one strand of our lives mean for other strands. This is
especially important in modernity where almost all of us are embedded in
multiple narrative settings (family, work, leisure, public display).ͶͲ Of course,
 ϐ ǡǡ
all the potential connections between the many aspects of our lives. But to
block someone’s capacity to bring one part of their lives to bear on another
part – for example, by discounting the relevance of their work experience to
their trajectory as a citizen – is, again, to deny a dimension of voice itself. It folǦ
lows that the potential injuries to voice may easily, perhaps particularly, work
across more than one domain (see Chapter Six).
Voice requires a material form which may be individual, collective or distributed. Voice does not simply emerge from us without support. We saw earlier
that voice requires social resources, but more than that it also requires a form:
both are aspects of the materiality of voice. Since voice is a process, so too is
the sustaining of voice’s material form. But the material form of voice need
not be under the exclusive control of the individual; often I recognize myself
in a collectively produced voice: this, incidentally, is to use the term ‘recogniǦ
ǯǡ ϐ   Ǥ41
Sometimes we can recognize ourselves in the outcome of a production where
 ϐ            
ϐǤ   ǮǯǤ
Under conditions we discuss in detail in Chapter Five, it can count too as voice
and is a feature today of all networks, and much online production, as many
commentators have noted.
The material form of voice cannot, in any case, be exclusively individual: we
do not generate the means by which we narrate, we emerge as subjects into a
narrative form.42 So ‘voice’ as a value does not involve individualism (for examǦ
ple, liberal individualism), or disregarding the importance of collective forms
 Ǥ 
voices anywhere to matter.
If, through an unequal distribution of narrative resources, the materials
from which some people must build their account of themselves are not theirs
to adapt or control, then this represents a deep denial of voice, a deep form
ǤǤǤ Ǯ Ǧ
sciousness’, a ‘sense of always looking at oneself through the eyes of others’;43
Chapter Six will draw on what we have learned from histories of racism and
class, feminism and sexuality to develop this point. Voice is a continuing procǦ
ϐ   ǡ ǡ
Ǧ    Ǥ 
   ϐǡ
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then the form of voice also ϔ the conditions of experience; as a result,
 ǡơ  Ǥ
ϐ  ǯǡ
the latter is individual. I may assume I will always have the chance to register
an account of my life with others in some relatively durable form; ‘my’ voice
may seem transparent. That it is not becomes clear in those terrible cases when
individuals are denied control even over the individual form through which
voice can be expressed. This happened in the Nazi death camps. As Primo Levi
put it in If This is a Man, his account of Auschwitz: ‘nothing belongs to us any
more; they have taken away our clothes, our shoes, even our hair; if we speak,
they will not listen to us, and if they listen, they will not understand’. The only
outlet was dreams: ‘why’, Levi wrote, ‘is the pain of every day translated so
   ǡ   Ǧ     Ǧ
story?’44 The extreme Nazi denial of voice continued to the end of life, intensiǦ
fying that denial’s retrospective force. As Hannah Arendt put it:
the concentration camps, by making death itself anonymous
ȋϐ
ȌϐǤ
In a sense they took away the individual’s own death, proving
that henceforth nothing belonged to him and he belonged to
no one. His death merely set the seal on the fact that he had
never really existed.45
There are many less drastic ways in which voice can be undermined at the
  ϐ 
and experience: when collective voices or institutional decisions fail to regǦ
ister individual experience; when institutions ignore collective views; when
 ϐ   ϐ 
encounters. Above all, voice is undermined when societies become organized
on the basis that individual, collective and distributed voice need not be taken
into account, because a higher value or rationality trumps them.
Voice is undermined by rationalities which take no account of voice and by
practices that exclude voice or undermine forms for its expression. Voice can
be undermined in subtle ways through the organization of social relations.
Not just individual lives but social life and social space are organized in part
 Ǧǡ Ǥ
organizing life that place no value on voice may, when applied, undermine
voice not just by failing to acknowledge it, but also by blocking alternative
narratives that would authorize us to value voice. Let’s call a narrative of this
sort a voice-denying rationality.
  ǡ         Ǧ  
must turn to Nazi Germany and its health policy, because this worked not
indirectly through a chain of partially intended consequences but directly, by
organizing resources on the explicit basis that some individuals’ voice and life
had no value. Its clearest expression was the doctrine of ‘Life without Value’
(Lebensunwerten Leben) from Nazi medical, legal and psychological thinking
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  ϐ Ǥ46 As the historian of Nazi
medicine Robert Proctor put it: ‘the social policies ultimately favoured by the
[Nazi] government equated value of life with ability to work … the goal of occuǦ
pational medicine likewise became a worker who would remain productive
until retirement and then pass away shortly thereafter’.47
Much more common, thankfully, are rationalities that do not directly deny
the value of voice outright (indeed, in some contexts they may celebrate it),
but work in other ways to undermine the provision of voice at various
Ǥ      Ǧ    ơ
but important sense?

Countering neoliberal rationality
Neoliberal discourse emerges from an extreme generalization of the advanǦ
tages of markets and the disadvantages of other modes of social and economic
organization. Of course, markets are an important way of organizing human
ơǤ 
may provide opportunities for consumption that enables individual or group
expression, under particular conditions, has political consequences. The point
therefore is not that markets, as they operate in practice, have nothing to do
with voice; indeed, there are historians who argue that the development of
consumer markets in early modernity was a key contributor to the gradual
ϐ  ǡͶͺ while some cultural commentators
stress the importance of everyday consumption as a site of identity and indeed
action, particularly when opportunities for some traditional forms of politics
are reduced or denied.Ͷͻ But neoliberal rationality relies on an excessive valuaǦ
tion of markets that goes much further than acknowledging these basic truths
about markets, and it is this excessive valuation that must be rejected.
Neoliberalism insists that there is no other valid principle of human orgaǦ
nization than market functioning. The tension between neoliberal doctrine
and the value of voice becomes clear then we consider how markets work.
Markets match inputs and outputs in regular ways at the level of individual
transactions and at what the political economist Robert Lane calls the level of
Ǯ ǯϐǤͷͲ All that matters for market functioning is this matching;
it is no part of market functioning that a particular individual’s sequence of
inputs and outputs match in a particular way, let alone in a way that matches
ǯϐ  Ǥ
function to provide voice. The value of market functioning is not explicitly, or
implicitly, equivalent to – or even isomorphic with – the value of voice. Market
           ϐǡ
embodied agents; but voice does. Voice in our sense is what economists would
call an externality of market functioning.51
This becomes a problem when, like the leading proponent of neoliberalǦ
ism Milton Friedman, you argue that markets are the best (indeed the only
good) model for social and political organization.52 The consequence is to
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understand social and political organization, from the start, on terms that,
without necessarily intending to do so, exclude the possibility that voice matǦ
ters. From one perspective this might seem puzzling: the ‘freedom’ that neoǦ
liberalism celebrates can sound rather like a celebration of voice since what
we do as participants in markets can, under some circumstances, contribute
to voice, whether individual (consumer boycotts or buycotts), collective (fan
communities or user groups) or distributed (the type of clothes I buy, the food
choices I make).53 But, as we will see in Chapter Two, the notion of freedom
underlying neoliberalism is abstracted from any understanding of the social
processes that underpin ‘voice’ in its full sense as an embodied process of
ơ  Ǥǡ  
of popular voice, is based on a category error, confusing market functioning
with the sort of process that in itself can provide the conditions for sustainǦ
ing voice. As Thomas Frank points out, that error was ideologically motivated,
since the rise of US market populism coincided with one of the most extreme
periods of upwards wealth redistribution in democratic history.54
 ʹͲͲ͵
of an epochal shift towards a political order characterized by the absolute priǦ
oritization of market logics across the whole of social life, which ‘while foreǦ
grounding the market, is not only or even primarily focused on the economy;
rather it involves extending and disseminating market values to all instituǦ
tions and social action’.55 The force of this transformation, Brown argues, is
that it does not operate through force, or political rule, but through the interǦ
Ǥ  ǡǡǦǡ
of ‘the given’.
Neoliberal rationality is reinforced not just by explicit discourse but through
the multiple ways in which that discourse and its workings get embedded in
daily life and social organization. Neoliberal rationality provides principles for
 ȋ ǡ  ǡϐ ǡǦ
lic discussion) which are internalized as norms and values (for example, the
value of entrepreneurial ‘freedom’) by individuals, groups and institutions: in
short, they become ‘culture’. Through this process neoliberalism, over time,
crowds out other rationalities, other ways of organizing. As neoliberal rationǦ
ality becomes institutionalized culture, it shapes the organization of space.
Some types of space become prioritized, others fall out of use and so stop being
Ǣ  ǡơ 
of voice, since neoliberalism literally changes where we can and cannot speak
and be heard.56 Agents whose needs and interests once seemed necessarily
linked (for example, by common conditions of work) become visible only as
individuals, linked, if at all, by diverse networks. The result is what Zygmunt
Bauman in another context called ‘the social production of distance’,57 disabling
particular types of group voice (for example, trade unions), and often leaving indiǦ
  Ǥ  Ǧ 
ǡǡǮ ǦȂơϐǦ
tion of human beings, citizenship, economic life, and the political’.ͷͺ
      ơ        ǦǤ
Valuing voice means valuing something that neoliberal rationality fails to
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Ǣ   ǦǤ
To succeed, it must have relevance and scope across the multiple domains
where neoliberal rationality works. ‘Voice’ does more than value particular
voices or acts of speaking; it values all human beings’ ability to give an account
of themselves; it values my and your status as ‘narratable’ selves.ͷͻ This value
does not derive from particular political forms or from the position one takes on
ơ  ȋǡ ǡ ǡǦ
erative, cosmopolitan, radical), or indeed on the practice of democracy at all.
Articulating voice – as an inescapable aspect of human experience – challenges
the neoliberal logic that runs together economic, social, political and cultural
domains, and describes them exclusively as manifestations of market procǦ
esses. It challenges the silences and gaps that arise when decisions on one
scale – market functioning – seem naturally to ‘trump’ the potential exercise of
voice on other scales. It challenge any form of organization that ignores voice,
 ǡǦǡ ȋǡ  
ǮǦǯ   ȌͲ ơ
the opportunity to compete as a commodity.
Articulating voice means challenging the distance that neoliberal logic
installs between subjects and a key dimension (‘voice’) of what gives their
Ǥ ϐ
the ends of contemporary economics or politics (the economist and philosoǦ
pher Amartya Sen on the ends of economic life; social and political theorist
 ǡ  ǡends of democratic politics). It conǦ
nects also to a broader tradition across philosophy, literary theory and sociolǦ
ogy that emphasizes the role of narrative in human life, as the embodied form
of our actions and reasoning about the world.

Structure of the book
The principles I have just outlined underlie the rest of the book. They generǦ
ate an argument that falls into two parts: a critical account in Chapters Two to
ϐ   
and a positive account in Chapters Five to Seven of our resources for building
 ǦǤ

The contemporary crisis of voice …
Within the economy, discussed in Chapter Two, contemporary labour condiǦ
tions demand of workers an intense personal commitment (indeed, a narraǦ
tive performance of commitment or ‘passion’), as a condition of their having
 ǡơ 
support to sustain employees’ underlying capacities to work. Paradoxically,
       Ǧ  Ǧǡ 
appearing to mobilize voice via the commitments they demand from workers.
At the same time, the market logics, which govern the distribution of work
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ǡ ơ            
collective voice.
Within politics, discussed in Chapter Three, there is increasingly a gap
between individuals’ or groups’ capacities for voice and the process whereby
policy gets made. When politics is dominated by external market forces, poliǦ
cies become not so much options for genuine disagreement than ‘facts of life’,
what ‘modernization’ or ‘global competitiveness’ requires, in short, a matter
of necessity. In neoliberal regimes the potentially authentic domain of political
voice is translated back to voters as force, as the ‘delivery’ of decisions about
which no choice has been possible. This outcome is reinforced by an ideology
that installs neoliberal economics as the dominant frame for politics.
We can develop a parallel argument too within the cultural domain if, that is,
we set aside the crude populism that automatically equates demand – as regisǦ
tered in markets for cultural goods – with the satisfaction of populations’ need
for cultural voice and expression. Cultural products such as reality TV may not
only fail to deliver voice, but may normalize a framework of value that helps
undermine voice’s exercise across various domains. This process is reinforced
from another direction when the organizational principles of neoliberal govǦ
ernment become locked into a media cycle that requires fast outcomes and
fast sanctions, not the slower, more uncertain process of genuine deliberation
and consultation about public ends. While the market logics that drive media
institutions’ contributions to these processes are, of course, distinct from
the dynamics of neoliberal discourse, market logic and discourse converge in
ơ ǡ 
value of voice can be sustained: Chapter Four discusses these processes. This
remains true, even when in other areas of media (particularly online) forms of
individual voice are expanding.
My argument, then, will be that neoliberal doctrine, as embedded within
economic practice, politics and culture, produces a series of painful contraǦ
dictions, which I focus particularly through the case of contemporary Britain.
 ǡ  ͳʹ      ͳͺ    ǡ
embodies the oxymoron of ‘neoliberal democracy’, which had generated what
Neal Lawson characterized as a ‘social recession’61 even before the current
economic recession. But the case of Britain only shows in clear way the conǦ
tradictions more widely present in the neoliberal notion of the ‘market state’,62
and these contradictions are relevant wherever neoliberal doctrine is made
into a principle of politics.

… and thinking beyond it
ǯϐ Ǧ
rary crisis of voice, its second part, more positively, reviews what resources
 Ǧ Ǥ
One key stage (Chapter Five) is to look back critically at our philosophical
  ǤǦ 
indeed been deeply sceptical of ‘the subject’, proclaiming that we must move
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beyond it. Such arguments, I will suggest, amount to an overreaction to the
 ǯǤ ǡ
ǡ ǡǦ
should be a self that is embodied, intersubjectively grounded, and predisposed
to giving a narrative account of itself to others. I explore what this view can
 ϐ    
in terms of the ends, respectively, of freedom (Sen) and recognition (Honneth).
I also clarify the terms on which a ‘distributed’ voice can still count as voice,
provided it is redeemable in satisfactory encounters.
Chapter Six explores the resources for a positive sociology of voice that can
be gathered from a variety of writers – from Richard Sennett to Carol Gilligan,
ǤǤ ǡ Ȃ  Ǧ
ogy, cultural studies, psychology and philosophy. All of them have in various
ways helped us understand the conditions that support or obstruct the pracǦ
tice of voice. I also consider the methodological commitment to listening that
sociologies of voice involve. These approaches are important since they help
us contextualize what is undoubtedly an online explosion of speaking, writing and
exchanging (blogs, image and video exchange sites, social networking sites)
that do not necessarily constitute social processes of voice, and need to be
interpreted in the light of deeper exclusions.
The concluding chapter (Chapter Seven) turns more explicitly to the key
       Ǧ      
that more adequately embodies the value of voice. This is anything but easy
because it involves articulating principles of voice that have become dormant
            ϐǦ
ciently developed even in new forms of transformative politics such as the
Ǧ Ǥ

The role of critical sociology
Surely, you object, talk of a crisis of voice is exaggerated. But consider The Good
Childhood Reportǡ ʹͲͲͻǡǡ
Richard Layard, is an economist. This report discusses Britain’s growing ineǦ
quality and its education system focused more on government targets and
market incentives than on the quality of the educational process. The problem
requires, its authors believe, urgent solutions. So they look for an underlying
factor that might explain ‘both income inequality and poor child outcomes’.
 ϐ    moral lack, in ‘inadequate respect between people’, tracǦ
ing this moral lack to faulty values, ‘excessive individualism’.63 Another recent
report by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, based on consultations with
  ͵ǡͲͲͲ ǡ  ϐ Ǯǯ   
‘evil in contemporary Britain’.64 But excessive individualism has been the
cry of modernity’s reformers since at least the mid nineteenth century.65
 ϐ Ǧ
Ǧ Ǥ
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Chapter Two at Boltanski and Chiapello’s subtle account of how apparently
  ȋǡ ǡ ϐǡ     Ǧ
work) are tied up with social costs that the discourse of ‘market freedom’ fails
to grasp. Meanwhile, in the wake of public outcry over excessive rewards paid
to bankers and investment traders, even mainstream commentators such as
economist John Kay argue for ‘a comprehensive reappraisal of … the economic
and political ȏǯȐϐ   ǯǤ66
A crisis of values, then, is being registered in mainstream debates, but not
yet answered. In such circumstances, the role of a critical sociology must be to
provide some resources through which alternative values can be articulated.
This book has no choice but to address an unstable mix of ‘real world’ and
‘academic’ issues, venturing beyond the safe boundaries of a single discipline.
The book will trespass into other territories (political theory, philosophy, ecoǦ
nomic thought) far beyond my own area, sociology of media. This is dictated
both by the lack of any distinct disciplinary area that examines the conditions
 Ȃ ϐ       ǡ   ǡ
feminist studies, media and cultural studies, literary theory, and philosophy –
and by the pervasive challenge that neoliberal rationality poses. The result is a
book that risks, as Raymond Williams once put it, ‘an extension and variety of
themes well beyond the limits of any kind of academic prudence’.67
For this I make no apology. Nothing less bold will address neoliberalism’s
ơ    ǡ Ǧ
racy that is more than formalism. If this recalls Raymond Williams’ vision of
a ‘full democratic process’ͺ which animated cultural studies at its outset, this
is no accident. While this book makes no claim to be ‘cultural studies’ – at
most it is written after cultural studies – it does seek to ‘reoccupy’ͻ in a modǦ
est way, aspects of the original project opened up by Raymond Williams half a
century ago when he articulated his dissatisfaction with the British democracy
of his time.Ͳ
Just as important in providing the normative framework and imaginative
provocations that have shaped my argument is recent social, political and
economic theory. Axel Honneth’s theory of recognition reconnects with, and
ǡ  ǯ        Ǯ  ǯǡ  
principle of social cooperation, addressing, unlike Habermas’s more formal
  ǡǮϐǦ   ϐ ȏȐǥ
hidden behind the façade of late capitalist integration.71 Meanwhile in economǦ
ics, Amartya Sen has insisted on reconnecting economic discourse to ethical
questions about the ends of human life through his notion of human capabiliǦ
ties (that is, ‘the actual ability of [a] person to achieve those things that she has
reason to value’).72 Behind this revival of normative frameworks lie broader
calls for rethinking the basis and nature of politics. Political theorist Nancy
Fraser argues that the partly transnational constitution of contemporary poliǦ
  Ǧ Ǯ
representation’, questions about ‘who is included in, and who excluded from,
the circle of those entitled to a just distribution and reciprocal recognition’.73
ǡϐ   ǡǦ
ticularly in the contested space of ‘Europe’, suggests that we are in a moment
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of huge potential which requires what a new ‘civility’, not mere politeness, but
something more radical:
a politics of politics [aimed] at creating, recreating, and
conserving the set of conditions within which politics as
a collective participation in public affairs is possible, or at
least not made absolutely impossible.74
ơ 
democracy, calling for the repoliticization of administrative and other proceǦ
dural aspects of government that have fallen out of the political domain: this
‘rediscovery of ordinary politics’ approaches the question of voice, and the
politics of politics, by rethinking the scope of everyday political action.75 These
attempts to reopen the normative horizon of politics are shared with other
ϐ ǡ  ǯǮǯǤ76
There is always the danger, however, that once we define our aims at
 Ǧǡ ǤThe
Individualized Society, there is little value in general critiques of individualǦ
ism that fail to note its interlocking with more particular processes: what he
calls ‘the political economy of uncertainty’.77 It is here that historically more
 ϐ Ȃ   ǯ 
thought, Boltanski and Chiapello’s rich account of the ‘new spirit of capitalǦ
ism’ and its networked hyperindividualism – provide essential resources. And
Ǧ ǡǦ
lel to the strident discourse of neoliberalism, has quietly been insisting on the
detailed role of narrative in human life (Charles Taylor, Paul Ricoeur, Alaisdair
MacIntyre, Adriana Cavarero).
In all these ways, a rethinking of politics and culture beyond the horizon
of neoliberalism is now in progress to which a critical sociology of voice –
an interrogation of the conditions for, and against, voice – can contribute.
But this very project involves taking a normative stance. Neoliberalism’s
discounting of voice is so deeply embedded that alternative discourses that
value voice will not simply emerge as if from a vacuum. They must be worked
for, in opposition to forces that, even after what many regard as the worst
ϐ  ʹͲͲͺȋ   
Ǧ   Ȍǡ
 ǡϐ 
slogans, needs to change. It is here that Jonathan Lear’s book Radical Hope
 Ǥ  ϐ       
cultural loss, the sort of loss that faced American Indian peoples such as The
 Ǧ ϐ 
their way of living were made illegal by an arbitrary external power (the
US government). As Lear makes clear, the point of his narrative is to illumiǦ
nate situations far beyond that exceptional and tragic case,ͺ and to ask how
human beings in general face times of great uncertainty through ‘radical
hope … directed toward a future goodness that transcends the current ability
to understand what it is’.ͻ
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Radical hope rests, Lear explains, on at least three things: addressing a
current crisis as openly and clearly as possible; facing the unknowability
   Ǣϐ
some underlying principle from the past which can be sustained into a future
period whose features cannot yet be anticipated. This returns us to voice’s
status as a second order value: its insistence that, whatever transformations
social, political and economic structures undergo, none will be acceptable
unless they are based on valuing individuals’ ability to give an account
of themselves and the conditions under which they live. Voice’s apparent
vagueness can, from this perspective, be seen as its strength, since it is only a
ϐǡ   
transformations. Another strength is its link with the working principles of
past democracy; something must be carried over from the past. And yet, in
   ǡ  Ǧǣ 
a direct response to neoliberalism’s own second order value, market funcǦ
tioning, the card that trumps all considerations of voice. It is striking how
Lear’s vision of ‘radical hope’ is itself grounded in valuing a process much
like voice:
although we may be corrected in various ways by others, we
take ourselves to have authority when it comes to the narraǦ
tives of our own lives. … in general, we think it constitutive of a
person having a life that he or she claims some authority over
saying what is happening in it.ͺͲ
 ǮǦǯ
‘narratable lives’,ͺͳ that the depth of loss to which radical hope was for Lear a
possible answer comes into view: so too for the losses generated by neolibǦ
eral discourse. Only by facing and naming those losses do we have a chance of
ǡ ǡ Ǧ 
     Ǯ Ǧǯͺʹ that generates new direcǦ
tions for policy and politics.
So if you expect from this book ‘solutions’ already to the political, social
        ϐ    Ǧ
sis has generated, let alone proposals for the concrete forms in which, for
example, markets can be better regulated in accordance with political valǦ
    ǡ    Ǥ   ϐ ǡ  
ϐ 
  ϐ  
institutional structures, or even more broadly a transformation of contemǦ
porary structures of capitalism.ͺ͵ It may well do, but those questions go
beyond the scope of this book. My hope, however, is that this book’s attempt
 ǦǦ
  Ǥϐǡ ǡϐ
Ǧ           
ǡơǦǤ
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this bookis therefore modest, but for that reason perhaps more immediately
helpful: to review our resources for describing the social world as if, once
more, voice mattered.
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